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Abstract: 

The RTI Act, 2005 is certainly a great step taken by the government in setting up foundation 

for a better democracy and encourages a fully responsive functioning of Government and its 

agencies. Its implementation ensures good governance and eliminates corruption in 

government organizations.  

Although a number of previous studies have been conducted relating to the roles and 

functions of various organizations in successful implementation of Right to Information 

(RTI) Act, 2005 but the contribution of Central Information Commission is of utmost 

importance. To this end, this research paper presents the roles and activities of CIC in the 

successful implementation of RTI Act, 2005. The roles of CIC in implementation of RTI act 

could be helping those individuals who have not been able to submit their RTI applications to 

Central Public Information Officer or State Public Information Officer, blocking the escape 

route which the government authorities used to hide behind exemption clauses of RTI 

without explaining the basis for invoking the exemption, promoting transparency and 

accountability in government functioning with various awareness programs, putting an end to 

misuse of Section 8 of the RTI Act by the Government Authorities and implementation of 

Section 18 of RTI Act. The aim of the research paper is to explain about the importance of 

CIC in bringing transparency and eradicate corruption from the government department. 

 

 

CENTRAL INFORMATION COMMISSION 

 

➢ Introduction : 

            Section- 2 (c): "Central Public Information Officer" means the Central Public 

Information Officer designated under sub-section (1) and includes a Central Assistant Public 

Information Officer designated as such under sub-section (2) of section 5. 

The Central Information Commission has been constituted with impact from 12-10-2005 

under the Right to Information Act, 2005. The jurisdiction of the Commission stretches out 

finished all Central Public Authorities. The Commission has certain forces and capacities 

specified in areas 18, 19, 20 and 25 of the RTI Act, 2005.These extensively identify with 

arbitration in second interest for giving data; heading for record keeping, suo motu 

revelations accepting and enquiring into a protest on powerlessness to document RTI etc; 

imposition of punishments and Monitoring and Reporting including arrangement of an 

Annual Report. The choices of the Commission are last and authoritative. 
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➢ History: 

 

             Firstly RTI developed by Sweden in 1766. Idea of RTI in India brainchild of former 

PM, V.P. Singh in 1990.First grassroots campaign for the introduction of RTI started by 

Mazdoor Kisan Shakti Sangathan (MKSS) in 1994.National Campaign for People’s RTI – 

Formed in 1996; formulated initial draft of RTI law for the Government. Tamil Nadu became 

first Indian state to pass RTI law in 1997.   Freedom of Information (FOI) Act, 2002 passed. 

Could not be implemented. Bill for current RTI Act passed on recommendations of National 

Advisory Council (NAC) in May 2005, and became fully operational on October 12, 

2005.Central Information Commissioner: His Role under RTI Act. 

The Central Information Commissioner is the leader of the Central Information Commission 

which is an approved government body set up under the Right to Information Act 2005.  

The Central Information Commission (CIC) has been set up with a specific end goal to help 

those people who have not possessed the capacity to present their RTI Applications to a 

Central Public Information Officer or State Public Information Officer. The purposes behind 

this can be both of the officers not yet been named or one of the officers decline to 

acknowledge the person's application under the Right to Information Act.  

On the off chance that such an issue is looked by an individual, envision how troublesome it 

is get the required data. This is the place the Central Information Commissioner comes in the 

picture. 

 

 

➢ Composition & Appointment : 

           Under Section-12 of RTI Act 2005 the Central Government will, by warning in the 

Official Gazette, constitute a body to be known as the Central Information Commission.  

The Central Information Commission will comprise of the Chief Information Commissioner 

(CIC) and such number of Central Information Commissioners not surpassing 10 as might be 

esteemed essential. 

Section 12(3) of the RTI Act 2005 gives as;  

(I) The Prime Minister, who will be the Chairperson of the board;  

(ii) The Leader of Opposition in the Lok Sabha; and  

(iii). A Union Cabinet Minister to be assigned by the Prime Minister.  

Section 12(5) of the RTI Act 2005 gives that the Chief Information Commissioner and 

Information Commissioners will be people of greatness out in the open existence with wide 
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learning and involvement in law, science and technology, social benefit, administration, 

reporting, broad communications or organization and administration.  

Section 12(6) of the RTI Act 2005 gives that Chief Information Commissioner or an 

Information Commissioner will not be a Member of Parliament or Member of the Legislature 

of any State or Union Territory as the case might be, or hold some other office of benefit or 

associated with any political gathering or carrying on any business or seeking after any 

calling. 

Section 13 of the RTI Act 2005 gives that the Chief Information Commissioner will hold 

office for a term of five years from the date on which he enters upon his office and will not be 

qualified for reappointment:  

Section 13(5)(a) of the RTI Act 2005 gives that the pay rates and stipends payable to and 

different terms and states of administration of the Chief Information Commissioner will be 

the same as that of the Chief Election Commissioner. 

Section 13(2) of the RTI Act 2005 gives that the Information Commissioner will hold office 

for a term of five years from the date on which he enters upon his office and will not be 

qualified for reappointment all things considered Information Commissioners gave.  

Given that each Information Commissioner will on emptying his office under this sub-area be 

qualified for arrangement as the Chief Information Commissioner in the way determined in 

sub-section (3) of section 12 of the RTI Act 2005:  

Given further that where the Information Commissioner is selected as the Chief Information 

Commissioner, his term of office will not be over five years in total as the Information 

Commissioner and the Chief Information Commissioner.  

Section 13(5)(b) of the RTI Act 2005 gives that the pay rates and stipends payable to and 

different terms and states of administration of an Information Commissioner will be the same 

as that of an Election Commissioner. 

Section 14 of the RTI Act 2005 gives that to Obligations on Public Authorities. To maintain 

all its records, particulars of the organisation, functions and duties, powers, the procedure 

followed in decision making process, discharge of its functions, etc. within a reasonable time 

and subject to availability of resources. 

 

➢ Powers and Functions : 

            Section 18 (1) Subject to the arrangements of this Act, it will be the obligation of the 

Central Information Commission or State Information Commission, by and large, to get and 

ask into a protestation from any individual,—  

(a) Who has been notable present a demand to a Central Public Information Officer or State 

Public Information Officer, all things considered, either by reason that no such officer has 
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been delegated under this Act, or in light of the fact that the Central Assistant Public 

Information Officer or State Assistant Public Information Officer, by and large, has declined 

to acknowledge his or her application for data or advance under this Act for sending the same 

to the Central Public Information Officer or State Public Information Officer or senior officer 

determined in sub-segment (1) of section 19 or the Central Information Commission or the 

State Information Commission, by and large;  

(b) Who has been denied access to any data asked for under this Act?  

(c)Who has not been given a reaction to a demand for data or access to data inside as far as 

possible indicated under this Act? 

(d) Who has been required to pay a measure of expense which he or she thinks about it is 

unreasonable? 

(e) Who trusts that he or she has been given deficient, deceiving or false data under this Act? 

And  

(f) In regard of some other issue identifying with asking for or getting access to records under 

this Act.  

(2) Where the Central Information Commission or State Information Commission, as the case 

might be, is fulfilled that there are sensible grounds to ask into the issue, it might start a 

request in regard thereof.  

(3) The Central Information Commission or State Information Commission, by and large, 

will, while asking into any issue under this area, have an indistinguishable forces from are 

vested in a common court while attempting a suit under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908, in 

regard of the accompanying issues, to be specific:—  

(a) Summoning and implementing the participation of people and urge them to give oral or 

composed confirmation on pledge and to deliver the archives or things;  

(b) Requiring the disclosure and review of reports;  

(c) Receiving proof on testimony;  

(d) Requisitioning any open record or duplicates thereof from any court or office;  

(e) Issuing summons for examination of witnesses or records; and  

(f) Any other issue, which might be endorsed.  

(4) Notwithstanding anything conflicting contained in some other Act of Parliament or State 

Legislature, all things considered, the Central Information Commission or the State 

Information Commission, by and large, may, amid the request of any grumbling under this 

Act, analyze any record to which this Act applies which is under the control of general 

society specialist, and no such record might be withheld from it on any ground. 
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ROLE OF CIC IN IMPLEMENTATION OF RTI 

      With the objective to empower the citizens and promote transparency and accountability 

in Government functioning, various awareness programmes on Right to information was 

organised by the Commission. Individual got freedom to seek Government related 

information and appeal, if the information wasn’t provided. It played pivotal role in knowing 

the working of Government departments and to change old mind set about secrecy in working 

of Government. 

  

 

➢ Helps in submitting Application to PIO’s 

Initially it was difficult for the appellant to register RTI application to Public Information 

Officers. Sometimes they didn’t find the PIO’s, when someone wanted to register their 
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application. These PIO’s were not answerable to anyone. There were no appellate body in the 

Information seeking procedure. 

     Establishment of CIC helped the citizens in seeking information. PIIO’s were answerable 

to IC’s and the appellate got the benefit of appealing i.e. 1st Appeal & 2nd Appeal, to the 

CPIO’s and CIC. It helped the citizens in submitting application and seeking information. 

  

 

This is the data of RTI applications received by the Public Information Officers over the 5 

years span, which clearly shows that the application requests received over the years has 

simultaneously increased and the CIC’s has played a key role in it.   

 

 

➢ Blocked Escape routes under Exemption Clause 

            Earlier Public Authorities used to hide behind the exemption clauses, when 

information is sought by the citizen. These authorities take the shield of Section 8 of the RTI 

Act, 2005 to hide the information and violate individual’s right of Information & 

Transparency. This led to increase in corruption. The establishment of CIC led to strict 

implementation of RTI Act. It blocked the Public Authorities from hiding behind the 

provision of Section 8.  
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The data shows the request and rejection of  application over 5 years of span. It clearly show 

hoe the public authorities keep using the exemption clauses to hide the information and reject 

the applications. 

  

➢ Organised Various Seminars & Awareness Programmes 

 

The Central Information Commission organised various seminars & awareness programmes 

on the Implementation of the Right to Information Act 2005.  The commission with the help 

of such seminars & awareness programmes promoted the transparency & accountability 

within the citizens. They promoted the usage of Right to Information for seeking information 

from public department and educated the citizens to minimise the misuse of the rights given 

to them. Few Seminars & Awareness Programmes organised by CIC are Seminar on 7th 

April, 15th July, Annual Convention 2016 etc. 

        Seminar conducted in compliance with Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & 

Pensions. 

 

 

 

➢ Put an end to Misuse of Section 8 

Under RTI Act, Section 8 has been given to secure the information which is of public interest 

& National security. All the public Authorities are obliged to provide all the information 

which is of public interest, unless until such information has to be protected from public 

domain.  
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    The Public Authorities used to misuse the powers given to them from section 8 of RTI Act. 

They used to reject the information sought, taking the shield of section 8. 

 

 

 

This shows how often the provision of section 8 is used by the Public Authorities to reject the 

Information Application and hide the information from Appelant.  

 

 

➢ Implementation of Section 18 

RTI Act contains Section 18 which provides powers & Functions of Information 

Commissioners under CIC. This clause works as source of powers of IC’s and CIC. The 

smooth implementation of section 18 i.e. Duties, Powers & Functions helped in effective 

implementation of RTI Act. The effective functioning of duties and powers of IC’s brought 

effective implementation of the Act. If there is any problem in seeking information on the 

application then the appellant can appeal in CIC against the public authorities and the IC’s 

has the duty to hear the appeal and disclose the sought information. The IC’s under this 

process works as an civil court and has all the powers and authorities of a civil court judge. 

These clause are implemented properly by the CIC, as their contribution in effective 

implementation of RTI Act, 2005 
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➢ Inclusion of Private Schools under RTI 

           The Central Information Commission held that the RTI Act applies on Non-Public 

Schools, which are administered by law, in the case of Jindal Public School where an ex-

worker filled RTI application with Directorate of Education looking for an affirmed duplicate 

copy of administration book and different points of interest from her past manager. The 

Directorate furnished the data accessible with them, however the school declined to outfit the 

answer saying that RTI Act doesn't make a difference on it.  

Guiding the school to unveil data looked for by its ex-representative, Information 

Commissioner Sridhar Acharyulu said the school is compelled by a sense of honour under 

segments four and eight of Delhi Education Act 1973 to keep the administrative states of 

administration, instalment of compensations as recommended for which school needs to keep 

up records which give a "characteristic and suggested" ideal to data to their workers. Under 

Right to Education Act 2009 likewise, the perceived school is under a commitment to 

delegate qualified educators and give them endorsed compensation.  

The Commissioner said if the appealing party in her ability as ex-representative of the school 

has ideal to data under any enactment, for example, Delhi Education Act, that will fall under 

the domain of Section 2(f) of the RTI Act which gives PIO, Appellate Authority and the 

Information Commissioner capacity to implement her entitlement to data. 

 

 

CASES: 

 

1.  S.N.Shukla v. Bureau of Justice1 

Coordinated the Department of Justice on 7.1.2015, to reveal the Union Cabinet note and 

insights about its choice to build up National Judicial Appointment Commission. The 

Department of Justice had declined thinking that it was a bureau mystery and was exempted 

u/S 8 (1) (i) of RTI act. 

 

2. Vansh Sharad Gupta v. PIO Legislative Department 

Held that State has an obligation to illuminate nationals about the Law as and when it was 

made and the subjects additionally have appropriate to know about the Law. This perception 

by the commission was made by Information chief Prof. M. Sridhar Acharyulu (Madabhushi 

                                                           
1 CIC/SA/A/2014/000478, dated 7/1/2015 
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Sridhar), in a protestation recorded by a law understudy from National Law School of India 

University, Bangalore. CIC additionally requested to pay Rs.10000/ - as a token pay to the 

library of the National Law School of India University, Bangaluru, for causing loss of time of 

a few law understudies. 

 

3. BHU Case    

Hindu University and asked BHU vice-chancellor Prof Panjab Singh to explain within 15 

days the reasons for not making public the inquiry report of Yogesh Rai’s mysterious death. 

The University used to reject the information sought on the basis of Exemption Clauses. But 

the CIC strictly directed the university to disclose the information sought and imposed fine of 

Rs 25,000 on Registrar for his Activity. The VC of university was directed to recover the 

penalty amount from Registrar’s salary and disclose the Committee report sought by the 

Appellant. 

 

4. Ved Prakash v.CPIO2 

 Mr. Ved Prakash had filed a RTI application with the PIO, Deputy Secretary NCERT, New 

Delhi on 06/06/2008 asking for certain information. Since no reply was received within the 

mandated time of 30 days, he had filed a complaint under Section 18 to the Commission. The 

Commission issued a notice to the PIO asking him to supply the information and sought an 

explanation for not furnishing the information within the mandated time. 

 

 

SUGGESTIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

➢ Specific suggestions : 

1. People in general functionaries ought to be more dynamic and touchy towards the 

overall population and should supply the required data with more eagerness. They 

ought to know about their obligation to prompt and help data requesters. Similarly, 

they ought to be completely mindful that the general population have a privilege to 

approach any officer for help, and that officer has an obligation to encourage them. 

The general population ought to be given direction on whom they should approach if 

the authorities are uncertain whether to discharge data. 

                                                           
2 CIC/SG/C/2008/00113, dated 29/1/2009 
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2. The Public Information Officers at the foundations furnishing data are discovered 

occupied with number of different exercises other than giving data. The Public 

Information Officers along these lines delegated ought to perform assembling and 

scattering of data as their prime employment. 

3. A fasten in time spares nine which implies an auspicious exertion averts more work 

later. Henceforth it is proposed that the Right to Information experts should hold fast 

to segment 7 of the Act which hopes to give the data as speedily as would be prudent. 

This recommendation is given as it is watched that the officers attempt to arrange off 

the demand for data inside multi month. 

4. Open experts ought not keep up mystery beyond what many would consider possible 

at the season of executing the strategies of the legislature. It must be open for all. The 

legislature should give important guidelines to various divisions to take after the 

standard of receptiveness with the goal that the straightforwardness in the office can 

be kept up. 

5. Certain expressions utilized for support of records like 'subject to accessibility of 

recourses', 'in a sensible time', and so on that may make perplexity and debate among 

the majority ought to be surrounded legitimately with the goal that false reason for 

refusal of data can be stayed away from. 

6. The strategy recommended for acquiring data incorporates composing an application, 

presenting the confirmation of installment of use expense and sending the application 

to the concerned Public Information Officer. In spite of the fact that this strategy isn't 

exceptionally entangled it ought to be additionally rearranged with the goal that 

individuals get an underlying comprehension of Right to Information and how it 

functions. Consequently the strategy ought to be limited to manage the cost of and 

straightforward. 

 

➢ Specific recommendations: 

 

1. The administration can find a way to expand mindfulness among the general 

population through radio, TV, daily paper. Notices, printing and circulation booklets, 

leaflets, walling, and so on., might be depended on spread the points and targets of 

Right to Information Act among the general population. 

2. At the state level a preparation usage design ought to be outlined with help from the 

state government. Leader of the general population expert should claim the duty of 

preparing the authorities in its area of expertise. 

3.  The nationals need to keep running starting with one office then onto the next office 

looking for the right Public Information Officer. It is prescribed that there ought to be 

a solitary window approach in every division or service in getting applications and 

advances under the Right to Information, keeping in mind the end goal to forestall 

badgering to the general population. 

4.  It is prescribed that there ought to be a Right to Information Implementation Cell. 

This cell can set up usage measures to make important move to execute the Right to 
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Information arrangements. This cell can create and arrange instructive projects to 

enhance the comprehension of general society. It can create isolate e-learning 

modules for different partners – Assistant Public Information Officers, Public 

Information Officers, First Appellate Authorities, Politicians, government authorities 

and subjects. It can likewise direct national level workshops, welcoming Central 

Information Commission, State Information Commissions, Social Organizations and 

Suggestions and Recommendations different partners of Right to Information to talk 

about the Right to Information advance the country over. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Right to Information Act is established none as one of the most effective legislature of the 

country and a weapon of common man against the evils of social and demographic welfare. 

Public Information Officers, Information Commissioners have pivotal responsibilities over 

their shoulders to implement RTI Act effectively. Unfortunately most of PIO’s & IC’s do not 

support the public centric cause of this Act and thus they become part of the stereotyped 

mechanism of prevailing official secrecy. This study shows how effectively the Commission 

has taken part in implementation of the Act. This study also shows the graph of the 

application s or information disclosed or rejected after the formation of CIC. This shows how 

successfully CIC achieved its purpose of origin, how successfully CIC has served the 

information seeker with the discloser of information, how successfully CIC has prevented the 

public authorities from hiding behind the exemption clause of RTI Act and how successfully 

CIC has prevented the misuse of the Right to Information by the Citizens. 
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